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SUMMARY 
Wind-tunnel studies of the wake behind various canard control surfaces 
of equal span mounted on a missile body have been made at a Mach number 
of 1.93. The control-surface deflection was fixed at ~ and the range of 
angle of attack of the missile was from 00 to 3.50 • These studies were 
made for eight constant-span control surfaces of varying plan form, thick-
ness, and section by means of total-pressure surveys at a location corre-
sponding to a rearward ram-jet-engine inlet location and by means of 
schlieren photographs of the path of the rolled-up vortex sheet from the 
canard control surfaces. The effect of simulated, external rocket boosters 
on the pressure field was determined for three control-surface plan forms. 
In addition, the effect of end plates attached to the tips of one of the 
control surfaces was investigated. 
The investigation revealed that reversed delta and delta control-
surface plan forms gave locations of the core of the rolled-up vortex 
sheet from the canard control surfaces farther inboard than plan forms 
with straight tips. The core of the rolled-up vortex sheet was close to 
a location that was directly behind the tips in the free-stream direction 
for the straight- t ipped plan forms, and was only slightly changed by angle 
of attack or Reynolds number for the range tested. Varying the control-
surface thickness and profile also had very little effect on the pressure 
field at the survey plane. The effect of simulated rocket boosters on 
the body was to disperse t he vortex cores over a greater region and to 
shift them outboard. Attaching end plates to a straight-trailing-edge 
plan form of 0. 5 t aper ratio produced an outboard shift of the vortex 
core from the t ips and did not reduce the vortex strength enough t o merit 
the use of end plates. Raking the tips of a control surface of this plan 
form produced only a slight inboard shift of the vortex core. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A problem in the design of a ram- jet missile configuration is the 
selection of such relative l ocations of the engine inlet, the body, and 
the control surfaces that the interfer ence effects from the body and 
control surfaces do not seriously impair the engine efficiency. At the 
same time the external drag should be kept at a minimum. 
Analysis of the experimental data pertinent to this problem discloses 
the f ollowing trends : The data of reference 1 indicate losses in engine 
performance for a canard mi ssile configuration employing normal- shock 
side inlets as the control surface deflection was varied . The maximum 
losses due t o the vortex sheet shed from the canard control surface 
occurred for a missi l e angl e of attack of 0
0
• The data of reference 2 
indicate that , for a nacelle -mounted engine, severe losses in engine per-
formance are encountered when the engine inlet is l ocated directly behind
 
t he tips of the canard control surface ; however, shifting the inlet out-
board of these tips greatly improves the performance. In reference 3, 
force tests show that, from the standpoint of minimum external drag, the 
optimum engine location f or the nacell e-mounted engine is the most inboar
d 
location tested. These opposing trends make the selection of the optimum
 
ram- jet missile configuration difficult. References 4 and 5 present 
studies similar t o the present investigation. The flow field at a rear-
ward fuselage station is completely defined in these references by both 
total-pressure and flow- angle measurements for two different canard 
control surfaces . One control surface used was a triangular plan form 
and the other a 0 . 5-straight- taper plan form. In the present investi-
gation more canard control - surface configurations were tested in the 
Langley 9- inch supersonic tunnel , but the measurements were limited to 
total- pressure surveys and schlieren studies. 
The primary purpose of this i nvestigation was to study the effects 
of some of the shape variabl es of the canard control surface, including 
plan f orm, thickness, and section,on the l ocation of the shed vortex 
sheet. It was desired t o find a configuration having reasonable lift 
effectiveness t ogether with the most inboard l ocation of the rolled- up 
vortex sheet . Such a configuration would allow the engine inlet to be 
mounted farther inboard for l ower exte rnal drag, yet remain outboard of 
the rolled- up vortex sheet , so that better engine performance might be 
realized . 
Throughout the present investigation the span of the canard control 
surfaces was constant and the locations of the rolled- up vortex sheet can
 
be compared directly, although it should be remembered that, for some of 
the plan forms of lesser area or lift coefficient, higher deflection angl
es 
would be necessary to produce the same control . In addition to varying 
the plan form, thickness , and section of the canard surface, one of the 
canards was tested with end plates . Also, three of the plan forms were 
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tested with s i mulated rocket boosters on the body . The total-pressure 
survey at a rearward station corresponding to the assumed engine inlet 
location and the plan- view schlieren photographs were taken for each 
configuration at missile angles of attack of 00 , 20 , and 3.50 • 
M 
R 
b 
x 
y 
z 
a 
SYMBOLS 
t otal pressure behind normal shock as measured by tube alined 
with free stream, in . Hg 
tunnel stagnation pressure as measured in settling chamber of 
tunnel , in. Hg 
total pressure behind a normal shock in the test section when 
free-stream Mach number is assumed, in. Hg 
free-stream Mach number 
Reynolds number 
span , in . 
axis in free-stream direction, in . 
axis perpendicular t o free stream and in spanwise direction of 
canard control surface , with origin at body cente r line, in. 
axis perpendicular to both free stream and span of control sur-
face with origin at juncture of control-surface t rai ling edge 
and body, in . 
angle of attack , deg 
control- surface deflection referenced to body center line, deg 
taper ratio (ratio of tip chord to chord at j uncture of control 
surface and body) 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
Tunnel 
The te s ts were made in the Langley 9- inch supersonic tunnel which 
is a continuously operating, closed- circuit type of tunnel in which the 
tempera ture , pressure, and humidity can be controlled. The test Mach 
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number i s varied by interchangeable nozzles which form a test section 
about 9 inches square . 
Model, Model Support, and Survey Apparatus 
A photograph of the tunnel test section with the model and pitot 
tubes installed is shown in figure 1. Details of model construction are 
shown in figure 2. The body used in the present investigation is described 
in reference 6, and the various control surfaces tested are illustrated 
in figure 3 . The canard control-surface deflection was constant at 90 • 
The plane of the angle of attack was horizontal and the apparatus for 
changing the angle of attack could be set at values of 00 , 20 , and 3.50 
with the pivot point at the survey station. An optical system, consisting 
of a small mirror imbedded in the body at the pivot point and a circular 
screen located outside the test section upon which the light image 
reflected, was used to measure the angle of attack of the missile. 
The total-pressure measurements were made with two rows of pitot 
tubes (0.040-inch outside diameter and O.OlO-inch wall thickness). The 
rows were 1 inch apart and the twelve tubes within each row were 36 inch 4 1 
apart . These tubes could be traversed in both the y and z directions 
in the wake of a control surface with the tunnel operating. The rake of 
tubes was mounted on a tubular strut (2- inch outside diameter and 
0 . 050- inch wall thickness ) alined with the stream . The pitot tubes 
remained paralled to the free stream throughout all testing. A cathe-
tometer was used to measure the y location of the tubes and the z loca-
tion was determined by a calibrated counter on the traversing lead screw. 
Test Conditions 
The tests were made at a Mach number of 1.93 and a tunnel stagnation 
pressure of approximately 114 inches of mercury. Additional surveys 
were made f or some configurations at a stagnation pressure of approxi-
mately 31 inches of mercury to determine whether there were any noticeable 
Reynolds number effects over the possible range . These stagnation 
pressures produced Reynolds numbers of 1.13 X 106 and 0.31 x 106 per 
inch, respectively . 
The humidity in the tunnel was kept sufficiently low so that any 
effects due to condensation were negligible. 
. I 
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Test Procedure 
The total-pressure survey was made for each configuration and each 
angle of attack by setting the two rows of -tubes at a given y value) 
then varying the location of the tubes in the z direction until they 
registered the point of minimum pressure . After the pressures were 
recorded for this condition) the z location was varied by about one -
half the distance between the tubes ( 12 inCh ) ) maintaining the same y 
location to better define the wake profile . In some cases) three z 
locations for a given y were necessary where complicated profiles 
such as double peaks were encountered. The y locations were selected 
to permit wake profiles to be obtained across the core of the rolled- up 
vortex sheet and at stations inboard and outboard of this core . The 
schlieren apparatus was used in setting the y location of the tubes in 
order to observe the relative location of the tubes and the core of the 
rolled- up vortex sheet. 
For some configurations an auxiliary shock phenomenon occurred when 
the low-energy air of the core of the vortex sheet passed midway between 
the two rows of tubes. This occurrence was a result of the separation of 
the low- energy air in the core when sufficient pressure from the shock 
system of the rake bled forward along the core. Since the phenomenon 
was obvious in the schlieren view screen) the y location could be 
selected to avoid invalidating the pressure readings for the configurations 
where it occurred. An example of such a phenomenon is illustrated in some 
of the schlieren photographs of figure 4 (for example) fig. 4(a)). 
PRECISION OF DATA 
The pitot tubes were alined with the free stream throughout the 
tests and) consequently) in regions where the local flow angle was high) 
the measurements contain an error because of misalinement . The maximum 
flow angle reported in references 4 and 5 for similar configurations) 
however) was only about 80 ) even near the center of the vortex core) and) 
as can be seen from the data of reference 7) any error due to this small 
amount of stream angle is negligible . 
The estimated errors in the test parameters are as follows: 
H3/HO (higher R values) 
H3/Ho (lower R values) 
y) in . 
z) in . 
a) deg 
0) deg 
• ±O.OOI 
+ . 002 
±. 005 
±. 015 
±.10 
±.05 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Schlieren Photographs 
The paths of the vortex cores downstream from the canard control 
surfaces are illustrated in the schlieren photographs of figure 4 . (All 
photographs were taken with the knife edge horizontal.) It can be seen 
that the presence of the expanding body downstream of the cont rol surfac
e 
causes an outboard shift in the paths of the vortex cores and that 
similarly the cores move in again as the body converges. Because of the
 
small angle - of -attack range of the tests, very little effect due to angl
e 
of attack was discernible in the plan- view schlieren photographs. For 
t his reason only t wo angles of attack are shown for each configuration 
(00 and 3 . 50 ). 
From figures 4(a ), 4(b ), and 4 (c) it is evident that the control-surface 
t hickness and sect ion have little effect on the spanwise location of the
 
vortex core s f or the straight-trailing-edge plan form of taper ratio 0.5.
 
At the survey station the c~re s appear almost directly behind the tips 
f or each section and thickness variation. Similarly, in figures 4(d) 
and 4(e ) the 0 . 697- t aper plan form shows little difference due to 
thickness . 
The schlieren photographs f or the point - f orward delta wing are 
shown in figure 4 (f) and the reversed de lta plan form in figure 4(g). 
En larged versions of the schlieren photographs clearly illustrated that 
the reversed delta plan form had the most inboard location of the vortex
 
cores of all configurations tested. Based on the value of b/2 measure
d 
from the body cent er line at the survey station, the core for the revers
ed 
de lta plan f orm was located from about 0 . 85b/2 t o 0.87b/2 f or all values 
of a tested . The next most inboard location was obtained with the poi
nt-
f orward delta plan form . For this plan form the vortex cores were locat
ed 
f rom about 0 . 88b/2 to 0 .94b/2 for the same a range. In addition to bei
ng 
located farther inboard , the less di st inct cores of the plan forms 3A and 
2A (figs . 4(f) and 4 (g ) ) indicat e the density gradient across a core to 
be less abrupt . This result would indicate that these pointed-tip plan 
forms have either a weaker core or a more dispersed core . The pressure 
surveys to be discussed in the next section will show that a weaker core
 
actually exists behind these pointed- t ip plan f orms and they, therefore,
 
appear advantageous. The fact that the pointed- tip control surfaces are
 
of smaller area and produce less lift tends to nullify thi s conclus ion; 
however, if the control- surface deflection were increased t o produce the
 
same lift as the straight- tipped plan forms, only the strength of the co
re 
would be increased and the more inboard location of the core woul d still
 
be realized . Conversely , i f the control- surface area were increased to 
obtain the same l ift , the location of the core would be shifted outboard
 
but the weaker core would still be realized . 
• 
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The effect of modifying plan form lA by raking the tips 300 
(fig. 4(h)) was only slightly favorable . This modification shifted 
7 
the vortex cores from about 1 . 00b/2 to 1.04b/2 for the unmodified canard 
to about 0 . 97b/2 to l.00b/2 for the control surface with raked tips. 
Plan form lA was also tested with end plates attached to the tips. 
The hypothesis was that the end plates would divide each vortex core 
behind the tips into two cores of less strength and thereby a favorable 
engine inlet location might be found. Figure 4(i) indicates that this 
modification divides the vortex core into two cores but the more outboard 
core appears much stronger than the inner core. Since the more outboard 
core is farther outboard than the core of a control surface with no end 
plates attached, the modification appears unfavorable with regard to the 
assumed inlet location. The pressure surveys (presented subsequently) 
confirm this conclusion since they also illustrate the z location and 
the strength of the core. 
Plan forms lD, 4c) and 2B were tested with simulated rocket boosters 
on the model, and the schlieren photographs of figures 4(j)) 4(k)) and 
4(1) illustrate the flow patterns for these configurations . The effect 
of the boosters is to shift the vortex cores outboard considerably. For 
plan form lD, which is plan form lA with booster, the new location of 
the vortex cores is about 1.35b/2 to 1.37b/2 as compared with the location 
from about 1.00b/2 to 1.04b/2 without boosters. In addition, it can be 
seen that the boosters on the body cause a maze of shock and expansion 
waves in the region of the assumed inlet. 
Pressure Surveys 
Sample plots of the pressures as measured are illustrated in fig-
ures 5 to 9 . The value of the pressure ratio at the peak is not shown 
in all cases since sometimes it was out of range of the manometer camera. 
From plots of this type it was possible to construct contour plots such 
as are presented in figures 10 to 21. The black dots in these figures 
are the points cross-plotted from the wake profiles used in the con-
struction of the pressure contours and are shown in order that their 
accuracy in any particular region may be better assessed. The pressure 
ratio H3/Ho is the ratio of the total pressure behind a normal shock 
as measured by the pitot tube to the stagnation pressure as measured in 
the settling chamber of the tunnel. The values are not corrected for the 
loss through the normal shock generated by each tube since the local 
static pressure or Mach number was not measuredj consequently, the values 
are not the true total-pressure recovery. In order to estimate the 
correlation between the values of H3/Ho which are presented (i.e.) the 
measured values as obtained from a pitot tube) and the values of true 
total pressure recovery that would exist if a measuring instrument had 
no shock in front of it) the following arbitrary values are quoted: 
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Measur ed val ue Corrected val ue 
H3/ Ho H3/H2 
0 . 72 0 . 955 
. 70 . ~9 
. 68 . ~3 
These arb i t r a r y val ues , which are encountered near the assumed i nl et , 
are based on the r ough a s sumption t hat the Mach number of the flow i s 
that of the free str eam . The l oca l Ma ch number of the flow may be sub -
ject t o cons iderable variation f rom that of the free stream so the se 
values should onl y be used in the crudest type of correlation . If the 
Mach number were 0 . 1 l ower , the va lues would be off about 5 . 7 percent 
and, i f the Ma ch number were 0 . 1 h i gher, the values woul d be off about 
6 . 6 percent f or the same val ue s of H3/ Ho . Although the data allow on l y 
r ough estimates of the true t otal-pr essure recovery by correcting the 
va l ues in the foregOing manner , valid comparisons can be made among the 
various canard control surfaces as to their rel ative effects on the 
pressure fie l d f or t he configurati ons tested . 
In general, throughout all the configurations tested it can be seen 
that the effect of angle of attack f or the small range i nvestigated is 
very s l ight . The spanwise change in the l ocation of the vortex cores is 
negligib l e , and t he r e is a slight t r anslation in the plus a direction . 
The latter r esul t probably r esults from body upwash . 
The effect of Reynolds number within the range tested is very slight. 
Figures 10 t o 16 (( c ) and (d ) of each figure ) show the only effect t o be 
a slightl y different z l ocat i on of the vortex core . It is believed 
that this slight change in the z l ocation is real, although it is close 
to the experimental accuracy . 
A compar ison of figures 10 , 11, and 12 illustrates the effects of 
section profi l e and th i ckness on the pressure field behind a control 
surface of pl an form 1 . No outstanding effects appear and the y and 
z locations for the vortex core are almost identical in the three cases . 
Contour p l ots for the reversed delta and point- forward delta plan 
forms are shown in figures 13 and 14. Both of these plan forms have 
pointed tips and, as suggested by the schlieren photographs, the vortex 
core is weaker than for the straight - tipped plan forms (i.e., the l owest 
values of H3/Ho in the vortex cores are of the order of 0 . 60 instead 
of 0 . 20 as i s the case with the straight - tipped plan forms). Also, 
further corroborating the indi cations of the schlieren photographs, the 
vortex core for the reversed delta plan form is farthest inboard of all 
. I 
J 
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the plan forms tested and only slightly farther outboard for the point-
forward delta. From the schlieren photographs alone, the conclusion might 
be drawn that the vortex core is more dispersed and, consequently, the 
engine inlet not necessarily in a better pressure field. The contour plots 
clearly indicate, however, that the vortex cores are weaker and that the 
inlet could be moved farther inboard than for the other configurations 
before its lip encountered a lower pressure region. There also seems 
to be a tendency for the vortex sheet to roll up into more than one 
corej this tendency often occurs for plan forms of this type because 
the vorticity is more uniformly distributed across the span than for the 
straight-tipped plan forms. The apparent advantages of these pointed-
t ip plan forms must be somewhat nullified when the fact is considered 
that they are of smaller area and produce less lift than the other plan 
forms. A higher deflection, however, would only increase the strength 
of the cores and have little change on their spanwise locationj whereas, 
a control surface of larger area would allow about an 18 percent increase 
in span for the same location of the rolled up vortex sheet, and the core 
would be weaker. The z location of the vortex cores for the delta and 
reversed delta is very nearly the same as for the other straight-tipped 
plan forms. Actually, the vortex cores near the tip appear to be slightly 
more in the plus ~ direction when the axis is considered to originate at 
the juncture of the trailing-edge root chord and the body. 
The lack of any appreciable effect 
be seen by comparing figures 15 and 16. 
directly behind the tips for both cases 
similar . 
of thickness on plan form 4 can 
The vortex core is almost 
and the pressure fields are very 
The pressure field for plan form IF, which is plan form lA with the 
tips raked 300 , is shown in figure 17. As the schlieren photographs 
showed, the vortex core is slightly more inboard for plan form IF than 
for plan form lAj but when considering whether the inlet could be moved 
farther inboard before experiencing unfavorable pressures, the 300 raked-
tip wing is probably less satisfactory. 
The unfavorable outboard shift of the vortex core due to the end 
plates is illustrated in figure 18. Although the core appears slightly 
weaker in strength, it is not weak enough to make the use of end plates 
favorable for a nacelle-mounted engine. 
The unfavorable effect of the boosters is clearly indicated for the 
0.5-taper, straight-trailing-edge plan form, 0.697-taper plan form, and 
reversed delta plan form in figures 19, 20, and 21 . In general, the 
effect of the boosters is to disperse the low pressures of the vortex 
core to cover a greater area and to shift the core outboard. There is a 
relatively high pressure region available for all the plan forms if the 
inlet were offset in the minus ~ direction by about 1 body diameter. 
A miSSile designed to take advantage of such a region, however, would be 
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limited to one - directional angle -of -attack maneuvers . The weaker vortex 
core of the reversed delta plan f orm was not visible in the schlieren 
photographs after it had passed through the shocks from the booster, in 
contrast to still being v i sibl e for the other two plan forms. The pres-
sure surveys confirm this result in that no distinct cores are discernible 
for the reversed delta plan f orm, whereas weak vortex- core regions are 
shown by the contours for the straight - tipped plan forms. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Studies of the wake behind various canard control surfaces of equal 
span mounted on a missile body were made at a Mach number of 1.93. The 
inve stigation revealed that reversed delta and delta control-surface 
plan forms gave more inboard locations of the rolled-up vortex sheet 
from the canard control surfaces than plan forms with straight tips. 
The core of the rolled- up vortex sheet was close to a location that was 
directly behind the tips in the free-stream direction for the straight-
tipped plan forms, and was only s lightly changed by angle of attack or 
Reynolds number for the range tested . Varying the control-surface thick-
ness and section profile also had very little effect on the pressure 
field at the survey plane . The effect of simulated rocket boosters on 
the body was to disperse the vortex cores over a greater region and to 
shift them outboard. Attaching end plates to a straight-trailing-edge 
p lan form of 0 . 5 taper ratio produced an outboard shift of the vortex 
core from the tips and did not reduce the vortex strength enough to 
merit the use of end plates . Raking the tips of a control surface of 
this plan form produced only a slight inboard shift of the vortex core. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va . 
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Figure 1 .- Test setup showing model with the 300 raked- tips canard 
control surface installed. 
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